Two people that made big contributions were Marie Curie and Louis Pasteur. I think they both are amazing people but if I had to pick on of them it would be Marie Curie. There are many reasons why I picked her. Its not just because she is a girl or the way she looks, its because I think she made more contributions to the society.

The first reason I would pick her is because she made alot of contributions to our society. She studied radioactivity. Our society now is mostly focused on electronics not what Louis studied rabies. I mean dealing with rabies is a whole different part of science, and its important too. If he would not have studied some of that it probably would not have as many details as it has now. Its still important to study rabies because if someone has rabies we are not just going to let them die we have to at least try to help them and that is what he did, help people with rabies and other sometimes deadly diseases.

Second is that Marie had to have very good education in science to work with radioactivity. She is one of the main reasons that our world is like it is now. Without Marie we wouldnt be using our phones for everything, doing FCAT on computers, or anything like that. I know she was not the one to make electronics but she was one that helped design and create some of them. Marie must have spent alot of time in the lab because you can not just create something just like that, it takes some time you know.

Lastly Marie had to be very careful of what she was doing. She has to be careful because she could have burned herself with the heat and the rays. If she was not careful of what she was doing then she could have killed herself with one of the heat rays. All he has to do is just help people that are very sick, that is nothing compared to what she did. She also had to be really steady with what she was doing or else she could mess it all up and blow everything up. Well maybe not blow everything up but she could seriously hurt herself or someone around her.

In conclusion I pick Marie Curie because I think she made more contributions to the society than Louis Pasteur, in my opinion. I think she helped create what most of our lives are made of. Electronics.